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Human Identity Summit
Part 10
Clarity Society
Please, take this advice: Rely on the Four Mainstays—short moments of
clarity, the trainer, the training and the community. In this way, the great
clarity identity is increasingly obvious.
In very great clarity society, all afflictive circumstances are increasingly
outshone by each individual’s powerful commitment to a single short moment
of clarity. Moment by moment, society is increasingly stable and beneficial.
Do not underestimate the incredible potency of the single short moment of
clarity. The Four Mainstays support complete 100% assurance of clarity 24/7,
without any hideouts in points of view.
The clarity view and points of view are inseparable. Instinctive recognition of
clarity unleashes a profound intelligence that is not available in relying on the
descriptions of points of view.
Countless, ceaseless and unpredictable viewpoints arise, however clarity is
reliable and stable, regardless of descriptions of the here-and-now. Truly real
clarity is very stable identity right here. It has no fantasy life. It is stable and
beneficial in the current moment without reference to frameworks. It is
known by its super-benefit of total sanity and stability that is recognizable
throughout all viewpoints, private or public. Due to its indestructible,
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unchanging nature, clarity has no need to spin out into descriptive
frameworks. True clarity is recognized by its inexhaustible benefit,
individually and collectively.
Make no mistake about it, clarity is recognized in its obvious benefit. In
clarity, all responsibilities and commitments to others are honored. If a
change in relationship is needed, it is carried out in a respectful and highly
beneficial fashion, honoring everyone completely. Clarity is not an excuse for
hurtful behavior. Out of control disharmonious behavior indicates the need
for the Four Mainstays; it does not indicate stable clarity. Never be confused
about this. Clarity is all-beneficial and solution-oriented, displaying benefit,
prosperity and generosity right here.
The trainer is of enormous support. They have successfully benefited from
clarity in many life circumstances. They completely understand where you
are at.
Everything is outshone in clarity—the potent pure luminosity of beneficial
qualities and activities: All the various strategies, actions, and methods of
viewpoints are subsumed in the beneficial qualities and activities of clarityintelligence. The most comprehensive order is clarity intelligence evident in
sprawling, free-wheeling spontaneous beneficial qualities and activities.
Hey!—Clarity normalizes all viewpoints so there is no need for fantasy worlds
or elaborations of any kind. Everyday clarity is where it’s at. Waking,
sleeping, making love, defecating, working, eating—whatever—clarity is
where it’s at. Hey!—This short moment of simple, radical clarity right here is
the means to link in to current clarity intelligence. Press the clarity button,
again and again, until clarity is obviously continuous!
Shining forth spontaneously and effortlessly, the intrinsic intelligence of each
viewpoint expands into clarity intelligence instead of endless stories. Clarity
is a world of always increasing spontaneous benefit, prosperity and
generosity, pervading all of life and reality, equally and evenly. The
consistent ongoing fulfillment of beneficial intent is society’s powerful
momentum. In each short moment of clarity, humans seal the beneficial
nature of current and future society.
Conventional identity offers no result of complete mental and emotional
stability. There is no map leading to that goal. The Four Mainstays provide
the comprehensive map showing the powerful skillful means for increasingly
beneficial, prosperous, generous society as well as stable and powerful
individual identity. Yeah!—Clarity identity is where it’s at.
Once super-intelligent clarity nature is confirmed, it quickly takes over as the
only fundamental identity of everyone and everything. Its wondrous ride
offers peak pleasure increasingly, putting a permanent smile on each face
and assured ease in each stride.
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In one short moment of clarity, self loathing and all related viewpoints are
understood and released, opening truly powerful, beneficial clarity identity
that outshines all current viewpoints, all past viewpoints and all future
viewpoints. Viewpoints have no hold and are like space. Space is
ungraspable. Similarly, viewpoints are ungraspable.
Humans have been living in a fantasy world of descriptions which validate a
strictly causal reality in which it is impossible to have complete mental and
emotional stability. This cause and effect fantasy world is like a hologram or
a mirage and is a primitive existence when compared to clarity intelligence,
which provides complete mental and emotional stability, inexhaustible benefit
and complete solutions in all situations. As society evolves due to clarity,
many current ways of living will become obsolete. This moment is
unimaginably stable when lived from clarity intelligence.
In clarity’s greatly expansive all-beneficial nature, the beneficial energy once
focused only on relatives and friends opens up to include everyone. What a
relief! Our generous display of beneficial qualities and activities for all is the
very best connection we can have with our loved ones as it offers the power
of example of a human being endowed with clarity intelligence. This is the
greatest contribution we can make to our loved ones and to society. Each
short moment of clarity, sharply accelerates the benefit of all.
Hey!—clarity blows open all viewpoints into clarity intelligence. When
viewpoints are expanded by clarity, a new intelligence comes about for
human society, one that is inaccessible when relying on current viewpoints.
Clarity intelligence takes everything in at once; it has an all-embracing,
beneficial, direct knowledge. A boon of benefit, prosperity and generosity
opens up in this moment of unending clarity! The here-and-now is where
everyone is at, filled with benefit!
The greatest addiction of society is belief in the independent nature, power
and influence of points of view. Believing that points of view have their own
nature, power and influence independent of clarity is the great addiction.
Instinctive clarity outshines the need to roll out stories about points of view
as though they have an independent nature. Clarity is an intelligence that
offers profoundly beneficial solutions right now, individually and collectively.
For example, clarity has the power to do away with a lifetime of disturbing
emotional patterns. Wow!
Clarity is indestructible, unchanging and unending naturalization of the great
high sought in any point of view, including alcohol and other substances. By
the power of truly real clarity, it is impossible to be addicted to any point of
view.
Relying on clarity rather than addiction to viewpoints is a real boon of truly
real sanity that brings bright perspective and a balanced view. Clarity
outshines the addictive impulse to elaborate viewpoints into pleasant or
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unpleasant stories. Clarity is right here, always in each here-and-now, with
no special points of view associated with stable identity.
As superb clarity and its treasures dawn, assurance is obvious, and
viewpoints are outshone. The luminosity of clarity shines brightly within each
here-and-now. In clarity, everyone profits at all times in one way or another.
Hey!—all viewpoints are outshone by lively clarity intelligence. Instinctive
comprehension of clarity unleashes super-potent power and intelligence. Just
like this, you receive the spontaneous empowerment of perpetual power to
live beneficially. Clarity is inseparable from the superb benefit, prosperity and
generosity of each here-and-now.
Human Identity Summit: Clarity Society
Instinctive clarity is always-on.
1. Write today’s training.
2. What is the distinction between society based on points of view and
clarity society? How do the Four Mainstays support full clarity
intelligence? How does clarity benefit my everyday life?
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